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Magnetization and a Superconducting Solenoid 

Paul R. Aron 

Lawrence F adiation Laborato1·y 
University of Calif.nnia 

Berkeley, California 

June s. 1963 

ABSTRACT 

The relationship of the magnetization of Nb-Z.S'Yo Zr euperconducting 

alloy and the magnetic field of a solenoid constructed of this material ie discu••edG 

Measurements of the magnetic .field as a .function of current, induced magnetic 

inoment0 history-dependent remnant moment" and other related propertlea are 

descrl bed. An approximate method ol coinputing the magnltudee of theae eflecta 

la discussed and the results are shown to agree With mea.euremente. The eoll 

critical current Ic ia related to the abort sample lc' and the dlecrepancy la 

cUacueeed in terms of the magnetization of Nb-ZrG 
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• Magnetization and a Superconducting Solenoid 

Paul R. Aron t 

Lawrence F adiation Laboratory 
University of Califoxnia 

Berkeley, California 

June 5~ 1963 

INTRODUCTION 

1 l-In 1961 Kunzler and others demonstrated the existence of •uperconduetlng 

materials with high critical fields associated with high transport currentee Since 

that time there has been a. concerted effort to construct magnets with volumes and 

fields appropriate for res;ea.rch in physics. Published and unpubliabed reports 

indicate that a large measure of success has been achieved. ~agnete with fields 

as high as 68 kG over a diameter of 1/Z in. have been reportedo 3 Magnets o£ lower 

fields (40 to 50 kG) but of larger diameter (2.5 to 5 in~) have also been described.4• 5 

It would seem appropriate, then, to ask detailed questions as to the nature of the 

field in the magnet. For example: how doe& it depend on the current, or what is 

the spatial distribution of the field in the bore of the magnet? This investigation 

was undertaken in an attempt to :reveal the magnitude oi the deviations o! the mag

netic field from classical behavior. The deviations to be discussed result from the 

nature o£ the magnetization of the superconductor. 

Figure 1 shows typical behavior in the M-H plane of a long cylindrical 

sample of Claas-n superconducting heavily cold-worked alloy, Nb-Z5o/o Zr in.a 

'· magnetic field parallel to its axis. Several features should be noted. First, there 

is the region of apparent perfect diamagnetic behavior, 6 which extends to 470 G, 
'• 

where flux begins to enter. Then the magnetization follows a roughly parabolic 

cu1·ve until at about 8 kG a flux jwnp occurs. This is a discontinuity in the mag

netization curve that is associated with the evolution of heat, 7 presumably a.a the 

result of eddy-current losses in the normal regions of what must be a kind of inter .. 

mediate-state structure. Then the behavio1· is repeated with varying deviation 
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from the .,_ = 1 line until a field near the resistive critical field is reached and 

the material exhibits normal-otate behavior. Reduction of the applied field causes 

the curve to trace a similar kind o! path which, though qualitatively a mirror image 

of the £iret curve, fails to show discontinuities at the same points& A remnant 

fleld is evident at H = 0. Repeated cycU.ng of the M-H loop shows £urther com• 

plication of the behavio1·. The magnetization curve shown was taken on an 8. 9-cm-

long sampleD 0.54 ern in diameter. 

The wire in the winding of a magnet, however$ is in a magnetic environment 

that is not as well understood and, therefore, only the general features o£ the curve 

shown are relevant to this discussion. 

The theory of such magnetization curves ie in a poor state at present., The 

most successful theory, due to Ab:dkosov, 8 can deal only with revers~ble phenomena.. 

The work of Anderson 9 and of Kim 7 . is 1·e·levant. but of little quantitative help. because 

a detailed understanding of the nature of the defect structure is required for use£ul 

predictions. 

MAGNET 

For the purposes of this inveatigation a small air ... core solenoid was con-

structed o£ approximately 1 lb of Nb-25% Zr alloy wire. and ita properties were 

studied a.t 4.2• K. The magnet had a critical current of 16.7 A, and a magnetic 

field o! 41.5 kG on the axis. The bore was 1.2.8 em in diameter and 3.63 em long • 

. The magnetic field was measured with a 0.5-cm-diam coil of No •. 50 formvar 

insulated copper wire with an area-turns product of 593.4 cmz. This coil was 

connected to a wide-band integrator ci:z.-cuit. (See Fig. Z for details). The probe 

coil was wound in a modified fiux-ball geometry such that it measures the field at 

its center rather than taking an average over its diameter. 10 It was further arranged 

that the probe could be rnoved along the axis of the magnet. For the measurements 

ol H(z). the probe position was read out as a voltage which drove the y axis of an 
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X•Y plotter while the output of the integrator drove the x axis. In this way the 

axial distribution o£ the magnetic field was obtained. The magnet eonstruc.tion 

details are given below: 

Length o£ coil 

Outside diameter 

Inside diameter 

Number of turns 

Length of wh·e 

Diameter of wire 

Insulation (epoxy) thickness 

Pa.cldng fraction 

Coil form 

VJhe supplie:t· 

Winding technique 

Contacts 

3.63 em 

5.89 em 

1.28 em 

9994 

1120 m 

0.0254 em 

0.0013 em 

0.602 

Micarta. 

Westinghouse 

Layer wound with Mylar tape 
(0.0025 em) between layers 

\'lire ultrasonically tinned with 
a 50-50 Bi-'Cd mixture soft
soldered over 7-cm length to 
copper block. 

The magnetic field on the axis of a auperconducting solenoid, H(z). can be 

expressed as the sum of an applied magnetic field I-I (z) and a. magnetic field H (z) 
a m 

due to the magnetization of the superconductor, .M: -
H(z) = H (z) + H (z). 

a rn 
(1) 

He1·e Hm is the sum of the remnant magnetization field Hr, and the induced mag .. 

netization field Hr Following Mcmtgomery0 

11 and writing H(z)i as the axial field 

due to a rin-g of magnetic n"laterial charactedzed by a. magnetization M, assumed 

constant over the volu..>-11e t:v., we have 
1 



r 

AH (z)i ,= M. m 1 

I 
I 

,-~ 
i 
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(3cos
2.p -1) cosOi- 3 sin~ cosq. sin9\iv 

3 
r 

(Z) 

where 0
1 

ls the angle between M
1 

and z, r is the magnitude o! the radius vector 

to the point of interest z, and lp is the angle between r and the z axis, as -
indicated in Fig. 3. A solenoid, owing to the variation of the magnetic field over 

the volume of its windings, is not expected to exhibit a constant M over its volume 

in tie sell-excited case. Use of the, subscript i permits one to consider the coil 

as subdivided into a number o! regions I:N i over which M1 can be taken as constant 

Then we have 

H (z) ::: 
m 

m ,-
) AH (z) •• 

C... m 1 

i 

(3) 

The accurate prediction of the history dependence and current dependence of H(z) 

then becomes a matter o£ knowing M. as a function of history and magnetic field, 
1 

knowing what ls meant by H (z), and performing the appropriate summation. a 

Figure 1 implles that the behavior of the quantity Iv11 is not simple nor necessarily , 

reproducible. Further, it is not clear in all cases what to take as Ha(z). It will 

be assumed, however 0 in the analyses of the experimental data that Ha (z) is either 

the applied magnetic field or, in the self-el-:cited case, the field that would appear 

in the magnet for M1 e 0. The quantity Hrn (z) can.be thought of as the deviation 

from what will be called fJ. = 1 or classical behavior. 

Applied l>ifa.gne~Field Case 

To determine the effective magnetization of the Nb-Zr alloy in the coil con- · 

figuration, the magnet was placed in a Wliform magnetic field oriented parallel to 

the magnet axis. The average magnetization M(H ) could then be obtained by a. 
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measurement of H(z) and the application of Eq. (Z). which in this simple case can 

be reduced to 

Here 0.1 

Clz 

ri 

r2 

2-f 

z 

= outer :n1.dius, 

.. 1 + 1 - 1 1· (o.z+lf/2 (13t'H)1/Z (f3z+l)l/z_~ 

~~ = (::; r 
1 1·l \Z 

13 z. = ( £!+ z : • \. / 

= total length of coil, 

(4) 

= axial coo1·dinate as measured from the center of the coil .. 

The history dependence o£ the remnant magnetization M , and the induced. . r 

magnetization M
1
, was determined by the following procedure! 

1. Cool coil to 4.2'" Kin zero field, 

z. Raise H to first point, a 

3. Measure H(z), 

4. Reduce H to zero, a 
5. :Measure H(z), 

6. Raise H to next higher point ~nd continue repeating sequence 
Z to 6 m~il the highest field (80 kG) is achieved~ 

The dependence of -·'hrM1 on Ha. as determined from step 3 is given in Fig. 4. 

The bars indicate the pt:obable e1·ror. which is seen to increase strongly at higher 

fields. This increase is due to the poor regulation of the magnet power supply and 

to the increasing difficulties with nonuniformity of H over the length of the coil. a 

The results& however, seem adequate to indicate the general nature of the magnet-

ization curve. 
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The initial slope co:~.·responda to nearly complete excluaion of flux from 

the winding volwne. This is somewhat surprising, since the ratio of auperconductor 

volwne to winding volume (>,)is 0.602., and it is certain that the measurement would 

detect flm= corresponding to this value of ~. The experimental data indicate that 

the appropriate value of ).. is :nore nearl'Y 1. This n1uat be due to the shielding of 

a. wire by the wires above and below so that flux can thread the coil only parallel to 

the axis between the layers. The ratio between the layer-to-layer distance and the 

diameter of the superconductor is 0.90& a mo1·e appropriate va.lueo There is a 

deviation from the ~ = 1 line at app1·oxima.tely 1 kG, and the magnetization curve 

peaks at approximately Z.l kG. where -4'ffM1 = 1. 5 kG. Beyond this value the slope 

reverses sign and approaches the Ha a.xif!i! with a decreasing negative slope. 

The higher-field points are seen to be scattered, and a discontinuous be-

havior (see Fig. 1) may be concealed in the noise. The solid line is the approx-

imation to the data used in calculating the deviations from classical behavior in 

the self-excited case. The peak at 2.. 1 kG is at t·oughly one -hal£ the lowest observed 

value o! the first discontinuity in the magnitization curve for zero demagnetizing 

factor. 6 This is consistent with the notion that the field s.een by a diamagnetic 

cylinder in a transverse field is twice the applied field at its surface. Although 

it should be pointed out that the field at the surface of the wh:·e in the coil is cer-

tainly not as large as for an isolated transverse cylinder, the factor of two may be 

fortuitous and may be related to a size-dependent magnetization of the kind suggested 

12 by Bean. 

The results from step 5 are used in the same way to plot a magnetization 

curve (Fig. 5) which describes the history dependence of the remnant moment M . 
r 

There is no measurable M up to E ~ 500 G, in good agz·eement with the value of . r a 

470 G for the first irreversible 6 field penetration. The increase is roughly linear 

from this point to 4.2 kG. After some oscillation, -4rrM saturates at a value of 
r 
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1. 5 kG. This is the same value as the maximum in the -4TI'M1 curve. This is not 

unexpected, as it would seem that the defect structuxe would trap 1·oughly the same 

field as it excludes. The value of H at the maximum is roughly twice the value of a 

Ha at the maximum of the -4TI'M1 curve. This is reasonable, since if field is ex

cluded, there is no field to be trapped. At the value of H fo1· the maximum in a 

Fig, 4, the shielding currents can no longer increase, therefore field is permitted 

to leak in and consequently be trapped. The maximum occurs when Ha has been 

raised to twice the H for maximum shielding. The oscillation indicates that some a 

!lux jumping is occurring and, at least at lower fields, sizeable volumes of the coil 

are· jumping at the same field. Again the solid curve is the approximation used to 

calculate H(z) in the self-excited case. 

As a test of the assumption that M is constant over the coil and parallel to r . 

. the z axis, Eq. (4) was used to calculate the z dependence of H ; the calculated m 

points are plotted on the continuous experimental curve in Fig. 6. The Ha waa 

raised to 40kG and reduced to zero. The agreement is quite good generally. There 

is some deviation at the ends, but this can be accounted for in tel'ma o£ the variation 

of H in magnitude and direction over the coil volume. a 

Self-Excited Case 

In a similar way the history dependence of Hr(z), the remnant field in the 

bore of the magnet, was determined for the self-excited case; i.e. , current flowing 

in the windings that 1·esults 'in H (z). A typical H (z) curve is exhibited in Fig. 7. a r 

The magnet current had been raised to IOA(Ha = 24.85 kG) .and reduced to zero. The 

solid line is the. measured H (z) while the Oa.re the calculated values. This curve 
r 

was characterized by the magnitude of Hr at the three extrema as labeled: H
1
• (0), 

the field at the center of the magnet; H -. the peak. in the direction opposite to r . 

H ; and H +, the peak in the direction of H • The measured behavior of these a r a 

fields as a function of magnet current is given in Fig. 8 as the discrete points. The 

solid lines give the results of a calculation based on the uniform-field case. Fig. 5. 
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The calculation was performed by dividing the coil-winding volume a;dally 

and radially into 100 ring-shaped volumes o£ equal t::i: and .t.z. By means of an 

IBM 7090 p1·ogram due to Gar rete 13 based on a Gaussian integration approach, 

the absolute value of the field Hai and its dh-ection e1 were calculated for the 

center of each square Ar by Az for a ,given magnet current; Eq. (l) was integrated 

and summation (3) was performed. The appropriate M 1(H ) was found from the r a 

data. in Fige 5 and its dh·ection was taken as Oi. The agreement between exper-
~ 

imenta.l data and the results of this calculation is good in view. of the simplifying 

assumptions made~ The discrepancy is of the order o£ 2.0 to 40%~ which implies 

that though this ldnd o£ calculation may not be capable of great accurmey, it would 

be useful in estimating the magnitudes of these effects for a particular magnet. 

The dependence of the self-!ield H(z) on magnet current (I) was inveotigated 

in a manner analogous to that for the uniform-field case. except that the current 

was not turned off between each measurement; ice. 9 step 4 was eliminated. 

Three cases were studied: 

(a) virgin coil (cooled to 4.l~ with Ie 0)0 

(b) nonvirgin coil (I had been to 10.5A)D 

(c) nonvirgin coil after reversal ot current. 

The resulting three curves for I H(O)/I I vslll are shown in Figc 9. Curves b and 

c originate at .. eo and + ao~ respectively" because of the remnant field Hl' (0). The 

curves are seen to coincide at approximately 3.SkG (L4A). where the apparent 

I H/If is z. 560 kG/ A. This should be compared with the value l.485 kG/A, the value 

calculated onaJ,L= 1 basis-shown as a horizontal line in Fig. 9. Beyond 1.4A, llf'II

though not constant- nevertheless behaves apparently in a history-dependent way, 

clearly malting an asymptotic approach to the ~:: 1 line. This is expected from 

the breakdown of perfect diamagnetism in the way described by Figa. 1 and 4. 
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From the data. of Fig. 4-, the behavio1- of the virgin I H/1 I curve was predicted 

in the oarne way as in the remnant-field case. The results of this ca.l.culation are 

shown as the solid line in Fig. 9. The agreement is seen to be perfect within 

experimental en·or above 1.5A. Below 0.5A the solid curve is flat. corresponding 

to the measured perfect diamagnetism of the wire and the assumption that the field 

at the site ,o£ a particular volwne of the wire is the same as the ~ = 1 case. Under 

these conditions one can show 

I HiO) . 

~true 
- . H(O) I G 

fJ.= 1 
(5) 

for the perfect diamagnetic coil~ where G is a geometry-dependent contstant 

£actor 0 which £o1• this ease is 1.113, The failure of the experimental data to show 

this constant behavio:.t· below 0. 5 A can be taken to indicate the breakdown of the 

asswnptlons under which G was calculated. The maximum observed value of H/1 

for the vh·gin case is 3.111 kG/A at O,Ol2A. 

Although the accuracy of the H(z) measurernents x·eported here does not 

pe1·mit experimental verification of the behavior of. the quantity ISH/ a. a few 

comments based on the nature of the magnetization of Nb-Z1· may be in order. 

Figure 1 reveals that following a jump. the material is almost perfectly diamagnetic 

for a small excursi01t in H . This implies that. for small changes in current. a 

.6H(O)/t:1 does not approach the ~1 =: 1 value smoothly except in the limit as H 

throughout the winding volume approaches the resistive critical field. In a real 

magnet. however. the fields are not this high because the critical currents are so 

low that it is not practical to construct magnets that operate in this region. Further, 

any magnet has a field gradient through the winding volume, so that no matter what 

the central field may be there are always regions that are acting diamagnetically. 

The detailed calculation of the magnitude of this effect in a particular magnet is 
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involved, and precise calculations would seem to be rather difficult and uncertain 

because they would be based on a magnetization curve whose discontinuities depend 

on position, amplitude, and such difficult-to-handle parameters as history, cold 

wo1·k~ rate oi rise o:C H • and shape. In the wo1·st case, in which most of the wire 
a 

had just "jumped" and therefore was acting strongly diamagnetic, .ol-1(0)/ AI for 

this magnet according to Eq. (5) would be as high as 2.765 kG/A-11% higher than 

the asymptotic value. It is unlikely that fluctuations of this magnitude would occur 

at high fields, since the strong variation of H in the winding volume would certainly a 

have a significant averaging effect. In this magnet, the strong scatter of the exper• 

imental pointe between 2 and 4A suggests that strong val'iations in l::l:1./ 1::.1 do occur. 

In the three cases studied H(z) is, of course, not simply behaved, particularly 

at low fields. Below 1.4 A both the renmant field and the diamagnetic field must 

be considered as contributing to the central field. Above 1.4 A the diamagnetic 

effects appea1· to dominate and behave as a function of current in a manner consistent 

with Fig. 9. Figure 10 shows H(z) at I = 1.05 A for the virgin coil. The dashed 

curve is H(z) as calculated for f.1 ::: 1; the dotted curve is as calculated by using 

Eq. (3) and pedorming the summation as in the xemnantMfield case. The agreement 

is excellent beyond 1 em. It is col·rect in predicting better uniformity and a higher 

field in the center. Figure 11 shows H(z) for I ::: 0.257 A in the nonvirgin case. 

The dashed curve has the same significance as before. The contribution of tho 

remnant field (Fig. 7) is clearly evident. The calculated cut·ve takes account of 

both remnant field and induced field., thus: 

H=H +H +H • 
a. I, calc r. calc (6) 

As with all polarization effects, it is necessa:t·y to go to long magnet lengths 

to minimize H effects; i. e., 1· .,/ £ < < I. In fact, it is clear that H o:: 1/ p_Z in 
n~ j;. m 

such a case. At the other extreme, fol· a unifrnm H and perfect diamagnetism-with a 
r 2/r 1 >> 1, r 2 "?··;, 1'. -\ve have Hz::. Ha [(2 -J/1· 2 )]~ 2 Ha.. In the self-excited case 
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the result is not so simple, but it is clea1· that H will be an important contribution 
rn 

to the field in t.he bore of short magnets. 

RELA.TED MEASUREMENTS 

The critical current, lc 9 of a. short sample o! the wire making up the coil 

was meuured as a function of applie1d transverse magnetic field. The lc is de£ined 

as the current at which the first meJlSUl·able resistance appears. The measurement 

was made at 4.2.•K in a manner equivalent to that reported by the author in an 

eadier paper. 14 The results are given in Fig. 12~ and exhibit behavior typical of 

hard .. drawn Nb-lSo/o Zr alloy wire. The dashed line is the Z.53Z-1tG/A line describing 

the n1aximum coil field, and the point at which the coil operates at ita maximum cur• 

rent is marked (*). This operating point is clearly below the intersection of the 

dashed line and the short-sample curve. The most straightforward interpretation of . 

the meaning of the intersection ist of course, that it represents the expected oper• 

ating points of the magnet. It has been almost the universal experience that unless 

this point is well down on the steep part of the I -vs -H curve and near or below c 

ZO A, it never coincides with the coil operating point. Coil critical currents for 

O.OlS-cm•diarn wire are invariably near lOA~ roughly independent ol the Ic·vs-H 

curve a.nd of the .load line of the pa1·ticular coil; the only qualification ls that the coil 

have "rnanytt layers. 

It has been clearly shown that this so-called u zo .. ampere catastrophe" is not 

related to the statistical variation of the 1 .. vs -H properties along the length of the c . 

wire~ This was demonstrated by winding a long length (100 ft) of Nb·ZSo/t~ Zr wire in 

such a way that the wire was well decoupled magnetically, then measuring its 

lc -vs-H curve. It exhibited the typical shot·t-sample behavior. It was then wound 

tightly into a many-layer magnets and the critical cu1·rent was lSA. It was then 

unwound a.nd the sequence repeated with identical results. 
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The variou.'l explanations oifered for this anomaly all relate to the nature 

of the magnctiz.a.tion of tbe smperconductor. In general they are un3atiafying. 

Montgomery proposes that the diamagnetic shielding currents somehow sulXract 

from the true critical current. 15 It is not clear. however, why the meaGured 

I -vs-H curves fail to autom.::.tically account for this. The objection also applied c 
to Cbandrase:Y..har and Hulm. 16 who extended this idea but failed to £iolve the problem 

in sufficient detail to give a meaningful criterion. 

Anothet' feature of the magnetization curve,. which may imply uncertainties 

in coil critical currents$ is the flux jump. The heat associated with the jump can 

easily be seen to be of su!!ici0nt magnitude to raise the temperature locally to a 

value in exceos o£ the transition temperature of Nb-2.5o/o Z1·. The sudden entry of 

flux in one part of the coil may induce jumps in other partst resulting in an avalanche

like transition to the normal state. The details o!this are very difficult to work out, 

as the description of this phenomenon would depend on a detailed knowledge of the 

. magnetization curve as a function of current and time-rate-of-change o£ current, 

field. tin1.e-rate-o£-change of field~ size. orientation. and thermal coupling to the 

bath, In support of the usefulness of this approach is the empirical knowledge 17 

that coating the superconductor with copper is effective in raising lc:: of Nb·Zr 

magnets. The copper apparently acta as an eddy-curt·ent damping element and will 

act to reduce dHa/dt, posoib!y decrease the thermal resistances to the bath, and 

provide a volume of material other than the superconductor in which to disaipate the 

heat. All these effects seer.:1. to be in such a direction as to reduce the probability 

that the euperconduc::tor would leave its metastable high-current-carrying state~. 

The inductance o! the coil was measP.\red as a function of an externally 

applied uniform field parallel to the axis. The measurement was made at 1 kc at 

4.Z.•K. The maximum measuring cun·ent was 30 mA. The results are given in 

Fig. 13. The measured inductance of the coil in the superconducting state is 0. 720 H 
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at zero field; it rises linearly to 0. 750 H at 60 kG, then increases rapidly to its 

77°K value of 1.42 H at 75 kG. The calculated value for the f.!= 1 case is 1.46 H, 

in good agl·eement with the 77"K value. The reduction of the inductance of the coil 

when in the superconducting state is, of course, due to the apparent diamagnetism 

of the winding volw:ne. 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

Fig. 1. Magnetization vs H of Nb-2.5<'/c Zr long cylinder in a field applied a 

par..Uel to the long axis at 4.l. o K. The field was swept at 300 Oe/ sec. 

Fig. Zo Diagram of magnet circuit and field-measuring apparatus. 

Flg. 3. Diagram of coil subdivision. 

Fig. 4. -4trM
1 

vs Ha for uniform applied field. 

Fig. 5. 4wM va H for uniform applied field. 
r a 

Fig. 6. -Hr va z for unifo1·m applied field. The applied field had been to 

93.5 kG. 0 calculated points; - measured. 

Fig. 7. -H vs z lor the self-excited case. The current had been to 
r 

10.5 A. -measured; Q calculated. 

Fig. 8. H ve I fo1· the self-excited case. r··) .H. (0) measured; Nl ... measured:>. r \._ r r 

0 H + measured. r . 

Fig. 9. J¥-J vs I. Qvirgin coil as measured; 0 nonvirgin coil as measured; 

A nonvirgin coil after reversal of current; - calculated curve for virgin case. 

Fig. 10. H va z for 1c054 A in the virgin case. - measured; -·- ~ = 1 

calculation; ., • • • calculated from Eq. (3). 

FlgG lle H ve z for O.l57 A in the nonvirgin caae. - measured; 

--- ..,. :: 1 calculation; · • • • calculated f1·om Eq. (6). 

FigG llc Ie vs Ha for a short sample of the wire used in the magnet . 

• Qmeaeured points; ----2.532. kG/A line; maximwn critical current of coil. 

Fig. 13. Coil inductance (1 kc) vs applied uniform magnetic field. 

0 measured points. 
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This report was prepared as ~n account of Qov~rrtment 
~ponsored work. Neither the United States, nor th~ Co~~ 
m~ss~on, nor any person acting on .behalf o~ the Commission: 

A. M~kes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the a~curac~, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or th~t the use of any ~nformation, appa
ratus, method, or p~ocess disclosed in this report 
may not infrin~e privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabiiities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
m~tion, apparatus, methrid, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the abov~, "person a9ting pn b~half of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the exteqt that 
sqch employe~ or, contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such 90ntractor prepares, .disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pqrsuant to his emplqyment or contract 
with the Commission, ~r his employm~nt with such contractor. 
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